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Because of the interest developed in static resistance 
exercises, many new programs have been developed and encouraged 
for use by physical educators and coaches in their professions.
It was felt that static resistance exercise could provide the 
individual with an exercise program equivalent to the conventional 
exercise program used in today's physical education programs. The 
exercises selected for the static resistance program were based on 
the buddy system with the objective of determining the amount of 
strength gained through participation in warm-up exercises as 
illustrated in Appendix A on page >8 « The exercises selected for 
the conventional exercise program were popular exercises used in 
physical education programs. The objective of the conventional 
program was to determine the amount of strength that could be 
gained through warm-up exercises as illustrated in Appendix B on 
page V:«.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to determine the e fectiveness 
of static resistance exercise as compared to conventional exercise 
while being used as warm-up exercises for physical education classes. 
The specific purposes of the study were as followsi
2
1* To provide a series of exercises where-by static resistance 
exercises may be taught without the use of equipment in physical 
education classes*
t. To compare the amount of arm, leg* and back strength gained 
as a result of the different warr<*.-u programs*
HEED FOR THE STUDY
Due to the amount of interest developed In the last few years 
for static resistance exercise* it would seem to be of utmost 
importance to develop and Justify the feasibility of static resistance 
exercise in the physical education program. This basic question 
can be answered by determining the amount of strength gained in 
warm-up exercises by com aring the use of static resistance and 
conventional exerciser* Due to the emphasis on physical fitness 
there seems to be a need for further research in this area*
LIMITATIONS
The study involved two physical education classes oo«irising 
a total of forty-seven students* This number was narrowed down to 
thirty-four so the two classes could be equated on a matched pairs 
basis with seventeen subjects In each class* The classes were 
equated and the individuals were paired on the basis of their scores 
from the American Aosocation of Health i hyaical Education and 
^eaearohj)Youth Fitness Test. Although all freshmen students in 
the physical educetlon service program at the University of North 
Dakota had an equal chance of being selected in this study, it must 
be stated here that the final nelection was baaed on the two sections
3
with mean scores closest to the meats derived from the American
A* Gelation of Health, Physical Education, and l^esesrch^outh 
Fitness Test.
The study wap completed during the first semester 1963-1964, 
at the University of North Dakota. The study started after a 
seven week eonditioninr; rograa, which was designed to help the 
student attain a higher level of physical fitness*
Definition of Terms
Certain concepts are explained; below in terms of their meaning
as used in this study.
Karra-up-Por this study warm-up is considered the exercising period 
before participation in skilled activity*
Zooaetric or Static Hesliitance-Sxcrelaes performed using an immovable 
object as resistance'.'' For this study the resistance was 
supplied by another student.
Conventional Eaerclse-Exerolaea with a wide range of motion with 
gravity and other body part® acting as resistance.
CHAPTER II
SSTIHW OP LITERATURE
With additional emphasis b©int;, laced on hysical fitness the 
author has tried to find a physical education program in which 
wara-up exercises will retain strength* "The topic of the effects 
of warm-up upon the efficient development of strength has received 
the attention of ©one investigators but, as yet, its value has not 
been fully determined*'1’*’ Soae writers have concluded that warm-up 
i® not beneficial as did Karpovich and Rale in their study,
Erotogenic Aida in Athletioa, in which they stated, "To our sur­
prise, we could not find any beneficial effect of not only
2massage, but even of preliminary exercise."
from the related literature found for this study the majority
of the writers accepted the idea of warm-up exercises. Morehouse
3and Miller stated that work of great Intensity should be preceded 
either by a warming up period of work progressive in intensity 
fro® low to great, or should he commenced at a reduced rate, load, 
or range of novcment tod then gradually increased.
^Craig Davis and Gene A. Loagan, ham-up Strength Development
and Biophysical Values of Muscular Activity "TiiS 'South'toouat Street, 
Dubuque» Iows! hm• C. Brown 'Tub. Co.,' 1 /&1), p«79.
2 ater V. Karpovich, "Erogogenic Aids in Athletics," hxeroise 
and Fitness (University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinoiss Athletic 
Institue, 1 60), p. 82,
3Laurence £• Morehouse and Augustus T, Hiller, ihyeiology of 
Exercise (3rd ed. rev.{ St. Louisi C.V, Mosfey •io., 195 0, p. -Mk.
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Miller maintained that the four general advantages of warning-up 
are? (1) greater safety, (2) physiologioal economy* (3) mental 
readiness* and (A) effective coordination. He also implied that 
warming-up was beneficial for improveraent in skill, endurance,
strength, and speed activities in track and field events.
5Karpovich stated informal movements are the general, free 
movements (such as owingimg the arcs about and stationary running) 
undertaken solely for raisin,, the temperature of the muscles.
This is achieved through the liberation of heat durin, contraction 
of the muscles and also through an increased blood flow from the 
inside of the body. A greater blood supply will insure a greater 
output of energy because more oxygen and nutriments will be trans­
ported more rapidly. A warm muscle will also have a lower viscosity 
which is of a great importance in the rate of speed of biochemical 
reactions. Hiller stated that ''observations on the contraction 
of isolated muscle® provide a clue to the nature of the warming-up 
process. If the mumcle i® warmed, th® speed with which the muscle 
contracts and relaxes and the fore® of contraction aro all increased. 
If previously inactive muscles are stimulated repeatedly, the first 
few contractions a re often av.all and irregular and relaxation is 
incomplete.
-----j _ ---------------------------------------------------------
diehard I. Miller, "The Science and Practice of //arming-up:
Part II," Athletic Journal, XXXI (Maroh, 1 !51), pp. 30-59.
Peter V. Karpovich, "The Physiology of Athletics," Scholastic 
Coach, (September, 193^), pp. 22-83.
6Laurence E. Morehouse and Augustus T. Miller, Xhyaloloay of 
Exercise (2nd ed. rev.? St. Louis? C.V. Moeby Co., 1953), pp. 30-31.
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After this, the contractions become stronger and relaxation la 
complete*'1 Morehouse and Miller agree with Karpovich as they 
stated that "it i® possible that the viscosity of the muscle ia 
thereby decreased by a local rise in temperature and the accumulation
of metabolic products which allow* contraction and relaxation to
7 8occur with greater promptness.11 Woodward investigating injuries 
and the safety of athletes stated that one of the causes of torn 
muscles is the habit of taking strenuous exercise suddenly and in 
unaccustomed ways when the muscles are not tusod up. The average 
runner require® from twenty to thirty minutes of steady regular 
exercise.
9Davis and Logan stated that they felt more attention should 
be given to the effecto of the "buddy system" of exercise for the 
a:. lication of resistance, one athlete providing resistance for 
another durin conditioning phases of tfeo activity. The above 
reeomendation and Berny Warner* e"̂'* article, "Staple Isometrics," 
fostered the decision to study the effectiveness of using "buddy 
system" isometrics as a warm-up exercise for students before par­
ticipation in skilled activity.
7Ibld., II, 51.
8Christopher Woodward., S;orts Injuries (Londoni Max Parris, 
19^0. p. 117.
9Davie and Longan, p, 1>9.
10Berny Warner, "Simple Isometrics," Schelactio Coach, XXXII 
December, 19&2)♦ pp.
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Hesearch is Isometric Exercises
In the Hettinger and Miller study^ nine male subjects performed 
static contraction exercises for a period of eighteen mouths with 
seventy-one tests administered to each subject to discover the 
improvement of maximal static strength. All training was performed 
by pulling and holding a pre-determined amount of tension against a 
dynamometer. On Saturday of each week rnxiaal strength was measured.
On the average, the increase of maximal muscle strength per 
week was 5 > of the original starting value for that week. Increase:-) 
in muscular strength were more rapid with increasing intensity of 
training loads up to two-thirds of the .aaximal strength. Increases 
in the training load from two-thirde to maximal tension had no 
additional effect. One daily exercise in which the tension was 
held for elx second© resulted in ao much increase in strength as 
did exercises which involved longer periods and more frequent 
practices.
Mathews and Kruse1? in their study, said the purpose of their 
investigation was to study the effects of isometric type exercises.
One hundred and twenty Springfield College male student© ware tested,
11Bill Morgan* "Static Exercises, Scholastic Coach, Volume 
XXXII, n. 6, (February, 19&3), p* quoting' Hettinger, Thomas and 
E.A. Muller, ,rtusfcelleistun,and Muakeltraining," Arbeltaphyeiolo^ie, 
October, 1933.
‘D.K. Mathews and Robert l.ruee, "Effect of Isometric and l otonic 
Exercise on Elbow Flexor Kuacle Groups,'1 Research .Quarterly, XXVI11, 
n. 1 <•:• rah, 1?37>* jsp« 2<5-::-3
8
half exeroieiag isomefcrically and the other half isotonically.
The 60 subjects in the isotonic unit exercised to exhaustion on 
the Xeloo-Hellebrandt ergometer with a wei ht load equal to 3/16 
of their maximum strength. The subject;, iu the iRometric unit 
exercised by exerting; maximum effort in three consecutive six- 
second pulls on a strap. The respective group* exercised two, 
three, four and five times a week over a period of four weeks.
The following results were obtained* (1) no common regression 
line was found in the eight groups, indicating the strength changes 
peculiar to the individual, regardless of exercise frequency?
(2) the isometric type exercise caused a greater number of subjects 
to significantly gain in strength? and (5) the five-day-a-week
exercise program was most beneficial in terms of strength gains.
13Dennison, Howel, and Morford found a slightly different 
change in their study as they divided twenty subjects into two 
groups of ten, each enrolled in required programs, The groups were 
equated on the basis of the scores taken from th® Arm Strength Index. 
Group I participated in a weight training program and Group II 
performed the thirteen exercises taken from the Co mender Set.
Both groups met twice a week for eight weeks. The .urpose of this 
study was to determine the relative effects of an isometric exercise 
program known as the Commander Set developed by Co -Bander Crauque, 
OSS, and Arthur ?1. Steinhaus.
* 'J.D. Dennison, M. . Howell and W.a. Morford, ’’Effect of 
laometric and Isotonic Exercise Program® Upon Muscular Endurance,'* 
flesearch uarterlj, XXXII, n. 3 (October, Ibl), • 4-352.
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The teat given to both groups consisted of (1) dipping; strength test,
(2) thinning strength test, and (3) the arm strength Index* Proa 
this study the following conclusions were drawn*
1. Both group® showed significant improvement in chinning 
and dipping ability and the arm strength index*
2, Both exercise programs were significant in improvement 
of the upper arm.
3* Group I showed improvements at the *01 level of confidence 
in chinning and *02 level of confidence in dipping.
k. Group II showed improvements at the .05 level of confidence 
in both chinning and dipping*
lhMorgan stated, "static exercise is of definite value in the 
development of strength." Morgan based hie study on three sources*
(1) scientific research conducted in the United States, England, 
and Germany; (2) the claims made by athletes and tea as employing 
static exercise; and (3) an experimental study conducted by Bill 
Morgan at tho University of Maryland*
The basic program was very similar to the Hettinger and Mueller 
study previously discussed. The results found by Morgan were*
1* The pain phenomena - pain must be present to gain strength 
was the idea of many athletes*
2. Endurance - static exercise® developed strength but could 
not find a correlation with endurance.
3. Static exercises do not develop total fitness.
Morgan took the research material and experience into consideration 
and then concluded that static exercise permits ra; id muscle
training with the lowest expenditure of tine and energy*
1*4Morgan, loc. cit*
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A great deal of work has been done with coooarin isometric
15and isotonic program®* Thompaoa stated that the major conclusion 
that he could draw frca hie study was that there is no significant 
difference in training with either isometrics or weights in the 
development of strength,* ‘fhe study consisted of comparing many 
studies from leaders in hysical euucation such asi (1) Councilman,
(2) Kar vich, (3) Sasch, (A) ieraon, (5) Locback, (6) Asprey,
(?) Swegan, and (8) Mfeller* The studies were made in either 
isotonic or isometric training and from these Thompson concludedt
1, "Both isotonic and isometric training against resistance 
cause significant increases in strength development*
2* Isotonic and isometric training program* have been
compared in the development of strength with conflicting 
results. However, the majority of the studies indicate 
there i® no significant difference between the two methods 
in total strength development*
3# There appears to be no difference in the tension which
can be exerted in a single maximum isomatric contract3 on 
and the maximum weight which can be moved In a single 
isotonic contraction.”
Kolbera and Slllslu took two groups of students from the State 
University of Iowa’® High School, which served aa subjests to de­
termine whether static muscle contractions would result in algal!- 
leant changes in strength. Four testa of strength were administered 
at the beginning and at the ®nd of an eight week period. The test 
was used to determine the sig ificanee of the differences between 
the mean gains of the two groups. The experimental group® made
.............................. ..  ... ................. . ■N S W . S . * ^ — ...............................................................................................................
* Hu;h Thompson, "eight Training Va. Isometric Training," 
Scholastic Coach, XXXII, n. 1. (September, 1962), p, 58.
16'Charles F. Wolba s and Frank 3* Sill®, "Development of 
Strength in High School s'oym by Static Muscle Contraction®,’'
Heac&rch uarteriy, X . I. , n. k, (December, 1956), P» V»6«
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greater gain© in the back lift, the leg lift and the combined 
hand grip test than did the control group, 'these gain® were 
statistically aiguifleant.
It was concluded that for the muscle group® tested in this 
experiment, static muscle contractions of six second© duration will 
cause significant gains in strength, the increase in leg strength 
made by the members of the experimental group were not propor­
tionately great enough to produce a statistically significant 
gain in the Sargent Jump.
C?IA; T3* III
PkOCEDURS
the subjects used in thl® study were all freshman students 
participating in the physical education service program at the 
University of Worth Dakota.
Two physical education classes were selected based on their 
results on the American Association of Health. Physical Education, 
and Recreation Youth Fitness Teat* This test was administered to 
all freshman physical education service classes after a six week 
conditioning program. Two elaesee with near, scores of 590.8 
and 391*2 were selected for the study. The mean score for all 
students in the freshman physical education service classes was 390*
The results of each individual’s American Association of 
Health. Physical Education, and Recreation Youth Fitness Tests 
were placed on a T-scale allowing tho scores to be totaled. The 
individual’s total ©cores were used for equating the two groups 
by the matched pairs procedure as Illustrated in Table 1 on page 13
kara-up Exorcise Program
Group I- The seventeen students that participated in the 
conventional exercise program shall, from her® on, be referred 
to ae Group I. The program for Group I consisted of thirteen 
exerciees that could be executed with jravity serving as the only 
resistance to the performance of the exerelee. The conventional
Ik
used were: (1) shoulder adduction, (2} shoulder abduction,
(3) shoulder extension, (k) ahoulder flexion, (5) bleep flexion,
(6) triceps flexion, (7) leg adduction, (3) leg abduction, (9) leg 
extension, (10) leg flexion, (11) back hypor-extenaion, (12) static 
sit-up, and (13) static resistance rowing exercise.
Testing
Leg Strength - The leg lift war- measured wit;.- the back and leg 
dynamometer, with the use of the belt. This test took the longest 
time to administer and was robably the most difficult to administer. 
The boy stood erect, with feet placed parallel and with the center 
of the foot opposite the anchoring chain. The bar was laced in 
the subject*a hand®, which were held close together with arias 
straight down. The bar was ressed lightly against the thigh*.
The looped end of the belt wa sli. ed over one end of the bar. The 
free end of the belt was placed around the hit e and wrapped around 
the remaining end of the bar. The subject then assumed partial 
squat position, with knees bent to an angle of about 1 0°. The 
nearest link of the chain attached to the dynamometer was then . laced 
on the sncboring hook. The arras were straight with head held erect 
and chest up. The subject applied a maximum upward effort. hen
the belt was released, the score was read to the nearest pound as
l'tgiven on the tal.
Back lift - The same dynamometer w&3 used for the back lift.
The subject stood erect on the platform with the feet in the same 17
17K. Harrison, Clurse, Application of Measurement to Health 
and Physical . due tlon, (Englewood Cliff®, S. J. i. rent±ce-'Tnll,
Inc. 1959), p." 137.
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exercises used were: (1) 20 jumping jac^e, (2) running In lace*
(3) 5 neck twisters each way, (4) wind mill for 30 seconds,
(5) 10 burpees, (6) 20 situpa, (7) 5 spread ea lea, (8) 20 ush-upa, 
(9) 10 modified ull-upe, (10) bicycle for 20 seconds, (11) sit 
and bob 10 times, (12) 5 wing lift®, and (13) run one lap around 
the gym* (For explanation and Ulustretions see Appendix A,)
TABLE I
PA.I8.r9 SCORES ON THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, APP RECREATION YOUTH FITNESS TEST
I m e i tmimim— w  «n   mWWweiu iii)in *iw i i . in—  ■■■». mmmmmmmmmmmimmm— ■i  k i w  '"■«■"»«"  —  ' « * ' * i»«— lW»«»we— »W *iiea*w
Group I Test Scores Group II Test Score®
1. X • s* ------ m — 1. H. M. k2$
2. S, c. 395 2. B. M. 390
3* R* j* 405 3* F* B« 4054. J. G. 361 4. 8. W* 366
5* J. r* 405 5. T. A# 405
6. T* 0* 428 6, J. L e 430
7* J. s. 346 7. >6 • B. 3408. »• T. 384 8. J • C. 386
9* F. B* 410 9. G. c. 408
10* M. C* 399 10. H. L. 398
11. 0. L. 4o8 11 * f* J. 4o8
12. J* H. 354 1 . H. G. 348
X5 • J. c. 357 13. B. Be 356
1**. H. N. 422 14. G. G, 424
1?. K* fc. 370 15* R. w* 37 2
16. S. L. 386 16, L. r. >82
17. a. B. 407 . 1Za_ a. N, 406
Kean 39 0 .a Mean 391.2
Group. II - The seventeen students that participated in the
static resistance exercise program, from here on, shall be referred 
to as Group XX* The program for Group II consisted of thirteen 
exorcise© that were executed for a maximum duration of six second© 
each* The exercise® were performed through the uee of the buddy 
system as illustrated in Appendix B. The static resistance exercises
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position a® for the leg lift, hands on the front of the thigh, 
finger® extended downward. The chain wan hooked so that the bar 
level we. just below the finger tips. The handle was grasped at 
the ends of the bar, with one palm forward end one palm backward*
The b&c was slightly bent at the hips and did not completely 
straighten when lifting* Care was taken to keep the knee® straight. 
The lift was recorded to the nearest pound as given on the Indicator.
Bent arm hang - The subject® were helped to a position on 
the bar where they could place their hands shoulder width apart, 
palms outward, on a one-inch standard horizontal bar, with elbows 
flexed to permit the chin to be level with the bar. The support 
i© removed and the subject hold® his chin t the level of the bar 
a® long as he can do so. The leg© should remain extended through­
out the exercise, the ecore i® the number of second® the student 
is able to maintain the bent arts position.
Bar dips - The bar dip® or the push-up teats were administered 
on the regular gymnasium parallel bar®. The bar® were adjusted 
approximately to shoulder height and width* The subjects stood at 
one end of the parallel bar®, grasping one bar in each hand* The 
subject jumped to the front support with arms straight (this counted 
one) and then lowered his body until the angle of the uj er arm add 
forearm was less than & right angle, then pushed up to the straight- 
arm position (this counted two). This movement was repeated as 
many times a® possible by each student. The subjects were not 
permitted to jerk or kick when executing push-ups*
1 Ibid., pp. 187-18S•
1''ibid* , p. 239
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During the first dip for each subject, the tester gauged
the proper elbow angle.. The tester then held hi® fist so th t 
the .-subject’s shoulder touched on each repeated dip. If the 
subject did not go down to the proper bant-am angle or all the 
way to a straight-arm position half-credit was given, up to four 
half credits.^ ,
Experimental Design and, roccduro
The physics, education service program for freshman student# 
at the University of Horfch Dakota was divided into six weeks of 
conditioning, one week to administer the American Association 
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Youth Fitness Teat, 
and eight weeks of skilled activities. The activities were 
divided into four class periods each of volleyball, bae.ietball, 
tumbling, end wrestling.
The experiment for this study started after th© completion 
of the conditioning and testing programs* It was felt that 
testing at this time would find all subjects at a high level of 
performance and thin should aid in establishing more valid and 
reliable results. The physical education .service program classes 
met twice a week for one hour periods. The j re-teet was given th# 
first day that the skilled activities were to be taught. At this 
time an explanation was given of the tests* testing equipment, 
and the exercise program in which they were going to participate.
The bent arm han was administered by the class instructor, 
the bar dips by the student leader and the leg and back lifts were
2°Ibid., p. 195
1?
administered by the author. The exercises used were under the 
direction of the student leaders, (illustration® in Appendix A 
and Appendix B). The warm-u exercises were performed before each 
for eight weeks. The war:s-up exercises were timed and recorded 
as each group was ©x, acted to finish their warm-up exercises 
within five minutes after the class ; eriod started. Toe ti lea and 
dates are given in Table 2
TABLE 2
DATE AW'D AMOUNT OF TIME SPMT 





Hov. 15 Teot ,1 Hov. 12 Test 91
Hov. 18 10*07 Ho t. 14 9*17
Hov. 20 7*04 Kov. 19 6 *02
Hov. 25 No clastes Hov. 21 5*48
Fov. 27 6il0 Hov. 26 5*27
Dec. 2 5 s 85 Dec. 3 5*27
Dec. 4 5:17 Dec. 5 5:23 Test rZ
Dec* 9 5 s 24 Test 92 Deo. 10 5*17
Dec. 11 5*24 Dec. 12 5*19
Deo. 16 5*19 Dec. 17 5*16
Dec. 18 5*21 Dec. 19 5*20
Jan. 6 5*17 Jan. 7 5*17
Jan. 8 5*15 Jan. 9 5*14
Jan. 1.5 Teat ft Jan. 14 Test .95
The second test was given during the class eriod closest to
the beginning of Christmas vacation. The name procedure and teeter
ware used ae in the initial test. The author felt it necessary to 
test at this time because of the two week vacation*
The third test was administered two weeks after the return of
the students from Christmas vacation. The same procedure and testers 
were used as in the two previous testings.
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CHASTE* IV
AH ALTS IS AND XKTfiBPSITATXCK OF DATA
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the relative
effect® of two warm-up methods upon sra, leg* and hack strength* 
Performances on the three teste for each of the e*;: erimental 
warm-up procedures were analysed and compared for each of the 
thirty-four subjects. It became necessary at this oint in the 
study to choose a statistical instrument that would test the sig­
nificance of the difference between the means of the grou;« 
utilising the two warm-up procedures.
Statistical rxocedure
The null hypothesis was assumed in analysing the differences 
between the mean® of the two groups. This hypothesis declares 
that there is no true difference between the two scan scores, 
and the difference, if found, would be due to a chance occurrence
2iof no significance.
Of the several possible teets of the null hypothesis, the 
MtM technique for testing the significance of the difference be­
tween mean® derived from paired observation® of small samples
appeared best suited for this study. T is test determines the ratio 21
21Henry 12. Garrett, statistics in . aychology and Education,
New Yorki Longmans, Green and Co. ,1955, P* 21>*
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between the mean difference and the estimate of sampling error 
of the mean difference. This ratio was expressed a® *'tH and wae 
verified for significance in a Mt” table.22 fhe value of "tM la 
proportional to the depress of freedom (n - 1) allowed in determining
the relationship between the mean differences and the estimate
Z5of sampling error of the ~ean difference.
For this study, the null hypothesis was retained up to the
,05 level of confidence.
Complete data and the mathematical procedure* in the 
statistical analysis are presented in Appendix C.
Leg Strength
Conventional Wara-U;) vs. Static ffeaiatance Warw-u,
The conventional wara-up procedure for leg strength (used
by Group I) resulted in r.ean scores of 88*5® :ounds (test .1),
893*52 (test 22), 901.76 pounds (test 23) as compared to ean
scores of 747*35 pounds (test -1), 861.17 jounds (test 22)t
892.22 pounds (test 5) for the static resistance warm-up procedure
used by Group XX. ’fhe standard errors of the differences between
means for the two upe were 54.51, 73.54, $4*88 pounds respectively*
ith 16 degrees of freedom, *’tM value at the .05 level of confidence
wae 2.19, so the null hypothesis wan rejected on test 21 and
accepted on tests .-2 and f) as shown on Table 5 on page 26. Group I *23
r32 " ' 1 " »-,n '  ' "  '...“ >
"Allen L. Bdvrards, Statistical I ethods for the Behavioral
Sciences;, New Torki Heirihart" and^CoT Ync., 1954, V* 256.
23Quinn McKeiaar, Psychological Statistics, New forks John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1949* p. 221.
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was significantly superior on leg strength to that of Group II on 
test 1* There was no significant difference in leg, strength between
the two groups on tests *2 and 4]5*
Test-Reteet-Hetest for Conventional i.’ara»up
The conventional warm-up procedure for leg strength resulted 
in mean scores as given on page 19* The standard error of the 
difference between two mean® for test 1 and test 02, test ..*1 and 
test 43, test -2 and teet 43 were 26*97* 26*6o, and 2*0.9̂  pound* 
respectively* With 16 degrees of freedom, Mt” value® of *29*>» *59*»t 
and *350 were obtained* The null hypotheeis was accepted on the 
teot-ratest-retest for conventional warm-up on the amount of leg 
strength gained and lost as ehown in Table 6 on page 29* The leg 
strength teat indicated that Group I had no significant changes 
in leg strength between teats /I and *2, •/! and >3* 42 and .̂5*
Test-Retoct-Retest for static Resistance '.'ara-u,
The static resistance wara-up procedure for leg strength 
resulted in mean scores as given above. The standard error of the 
difference between two mean© for tests GL and 42, 41 and 43 * 42 and 
3 were $§t , k6,Qk, and 10*72 jounde respectively. With 16
degrees of freedom, **t” values of 2,6b, 3*09* and 2.09 were obtained* 
From the wt" values obtained the null hypotheeis was rejected on 
the test-retest-reteat for exercises used for Group II as ehown on
Table 7 on page 30* The leg strength test indicated that Group II 
had significant is* ro" a#ot ln strength between tests 41 and
2, 41 and 43, .42 and #3•
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Back Strength
Conventional ,\am-up vs. static Kesi tones ar-r.~u.
The conventional warv.-up roce&ure for back strength resulted 
in ae&n scores of 916.59* 91c..;'*i, and j- *9b pounds respectively 
for the three teat® a© compared to mean scores of 2^?.4l, 29^.70, 
and 506.29 pounds for the static resistance war: -u, procedure.
The standard errors of the differences between leans were 15.95* 
12**5, and 17,09 pounds rea, ectively. With 16 degrees of freedom,
*»t” values of *.*6, ,1**, and *869 were obtained. The needed Mtw 
value at the .05 level of confidence wa® 2.19* so the null hypothesis 
was rejected on test 91 and accepted or. tests »-2 and ,9* as ahown 
on Table * on peg* 27. Group I was significantly superior on 
bae; strength to that of Group II on test 1. There waa no sig­
nificant difference in back strength between the two groups on 
teifst 72 and 75*
Tcst-Hetest-Hetest for Conventional V.arn-u
The conventional wara-u; procedure for bac.: strength resulted 
in mean scores as given above. The etandard error® of the difference 
between mean a for teats 91 and 92* 51 and 95, 92 and .73 were 6,88, 
8**8, 5.29 pounds respectively, tfifch 16 degrees of freedom, MtM 
values of ,958* .520, and 1.9^ were obtained. The null hypothesis 
was acce ted on the test-reteat-retest for conventional warm-up 
on the amount of back strength gained and lost as ahown in Table 
page 29.
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Test-aetest-Ketent for Static ffeaintanee V'ars)-up
The static resistance warm-up procedure for bock strength 
resulted in mean scores a® given above. The standard errors 
of the differences between means for tests 51 and >2, 1 and 3«
.‘*2 and ;3 were 5*22, 6,42, and 13*23 pounds respective ly* ith 
16 de ;r«es of freedoa, wfcM values of 9*05* 6*^2, and 1*02 were 
obtained* Frost the r,tM values obtained, the null hypothesis was 
rejected or Teats /I and 62* The null hypothesis was accepted 
on teat 3 aa shown on Table 7 on page 30* The back strength 
test indicated that Group XI aade significant iaprovesumt in 
bee. strength between tests 1 and 2, <£L and ?3* but failed to 
show significant its* roveaent between tests #2 and i.
Arm strength (Bent Arm Hang)
Cc-nvcnticnul Warm-up vs* ^Static Hesistance barm-up
The conventional war®-up procedure for aura strength using
the. bent arm • test resulted in seas scores of ^5*6%, 38*52*
and 50.^7 sec nets for test® #1, 62, and -3 as compared to <aean
scores of 38*25, ^5* 8, *+G.17 seconds for the static resistance
ware-up rocedure group* The standard errors of the difference*
between Jieans ./ar« ^*98, %*35» and ^*0? seconds respectively on
tests '1, 2, and 63. With 16 degrees of freedom, "t“ values of
1 ,1*3 , .1306 and 2*53 were obtained. The needed MtM value at the
•05 level of confidence we- 5*19, so the null hypothesis was
accepted on tests &  and :2 and we? rejected on teat #3 as ehown
on Table 3* page 28* Group X had superior ari strength to that
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of Group II when using the boat a n  harts., toot on toot /3# There 
wan no significant difference in a n  strength between the two
groups oa testa and $2.
?e?;:t,-fte teat-Ho toot for Conventional Kan-ui?
The conventional warm*mp procedure for ora strength using 
the beat arm hang test resulted in r«ea» scores as given above. The 
standard errorc of the differences between means for tests /I and 
.i*2, /I and #3» .#2 arid ,-3 were 1.68, 2.J&, and 1.8t seconds 
res. actively. With 16 degrees of freedom, ”tM values of .208,
2.06, and 2.81 were obtained. The null hy othesla w®. accepted on 
testa ■& and / and was rejected on test 0  as shown in Table 6, 
page 2"j. The bent arm test indicated that Group X had a signif­
icant improvement in arm strength between teat® 2 and 3. Ko 
significant difference in ar strength resulted between testa 1 
and '-2, 71 and 0,
Tec.t-iteteet-Hfte .--t for tatlc Resistance . 3.i-;)»u:
The static resistance w-rn-up rocedur® for ar?. strength using 
the bent arm hang test result®'! in ieao scores as . iven above.
The standard error© of the difference® between means for teste 
A  and v-2, .-1 and ?3» r2 and ,f3 were 2.31, 2.?%, 1*71 seconds 
respectively. With 11 degrees of freedom® Mtw values of 2.83, .600, 
3.33 were obtained. Group II rejected the null hypothesis with a 
significant gain of arm strength developing between testa A  and /2. 
Mo significant change in arm strength occurred between testa 71 
and • 3. The null hypothen■ w«e again rejected on the differences
of arm strength between tests -2 and 93, Group II had a significant 
loss of arm strength between Tests ̂ -2 and 5 using the bent arm 
hang test.
Ara ttrea, th (Bar U s e )
Conventional .-.arm-up vs. Static heraiatar.ee .arm-up
The conventional werm-u; procedure for arra strength using the 
bar dip test resulted in mean scores of 10*05, 10.00, 12.47 for the 
three teats as cob; ared to mean scores of 7*82, 1C.7b, and 11.5 8  
dine for the static resistance warm-up procedure group. The 
standard errors of the differences between means were 1.15, 1*59, 
1.55 dips respectively on tes?ts -1, 92* and >3. With 16 degrees 
of freedom, ”t” values of 1.8,5, .547* and 1.37 were obtained. The 
needed "t" value at the *0$ level of confidence was 2*19* so the 
null hypothesis wa* accepted on teste .1, 2, and 93 as shown on
Table o , page 31. The bar dip test indicated that no significant 
changes were mede in &r»a strength between the two warm-up programs.
Teot-letest-hetest fer Conventional arat-uy
The conventional warm-up procedure for arm strength using 
the bar dip test resulted in mean acoree as given above* The 
standard errors of the difference© between means for tests 91 and 
2, -1 and *3, -2 and 9 were .578, 1.36, and 1.6? di.s respect­
ively. ith 16 degrees of freedom, "t" values of .0)6, 1.78 
and 1.47 were obtained. The bar dip test Indicated that Group I
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had no significant improve** fc in arm strength* so the null 
hypothesis warn accepted on all three com; arieons as shown an 
fable € page 29.
rest-teteat- :etest for Static Resistance 2arm-up
The static resistance warm-up procedure for ar* strength
uaing the bar dip teat resulted in mean score® a® given above. Hie 
standard errors of the differenceo between means for tests fl and 
2, a  and 3, 2 and 3 were 1.16, 1.30, and .97 dies respectively,
ith 16 degrees of freedoa, MtH values of 2.53, 2.-:3, and .8^5 
were obtained, Group II rejected the null hypothesis with a 
significant gain of arm strength developing between tests <L and 
rZ, and tests 1 and 3. No significant change in occurred between 
tests 2 and 3.
Accumulative Scores
Through the use of accumulative score® (coabinin. scores from 
all four tests for eaoh group) it was found that the null hypothesis 
was rejected on test .1 a® the ”t" value showed a significant 
difference between mean scores. Tests >2 and #3 accepted the null 
hypothesis. It was found that on teat #1, Group I had a mean score 
of greater tignificanee than did Group II. >3rou I acce ted the 
null hypothesis on the test-retest-retest as illustrated on Table 9 
page 32. Group II rejected the null hypothesis on comparisons be­
tween teste ~1 and #2, but accepted the null hypothesis on compar­
isons between tests <-l and #3, and test <~2 and -/;3•
I A . B L i  I I I  
Comparison ot Mean Scores of 34 
Subjects Tested for Leg Strength





Group II 224.772 54.51 2.53(Test l 1).. . 747.35
Group I 393.52
(Test if 2)
Group II 303.165 73.54 .439(Test i Z) _ 061.17
Group I 901.76
(Test # 3)
Group II 267.525 64.33 .147
toft £  3)____ _____823*32________
"t" significance of difference at .05 level *» 2 .19
T A B L E  IV
Coapariaon of Kean Scores of 34 
Subjects Tested for Back Strength
Mean Scores Standard
Deviation
*̂.4 4 4 M41LjTT'OF





Group I 318.53(Test # 1)
Group II 65.697 15.93 4.46(Teat ff 1) 247.41
Group I 312.64
(Test # 2)
Group II 51.32? 12.45 1.44(Test it 2) . 294.70
Group I 322.94
(Test # 3)
Group II 70.255 17.03 .863
tT«*t i 3)____ _ J g a s 3 3 ________
Ht" significance of difference at .05 level “ 2 .1 9
t a b l e  y
Coaparieoa of Mean Scores of 34 subjects 
Tested on Arm Strength using the Sent A m  Haag
Mean Scores standard Standard arror Critical
Deviation of the difference Ratio
between two swans ("t*l
Group I 




(Teat l .11 3S.52
Group X 










“t" significance of difference at .05 level m 2 .19
T A B L E  V IConventional V arm-up Test-ietest-heteet Comparisons Of Kean Scores on Leg Strength, Back Strength, Bent Are Hang and Bar Dips
Kean Scores Tests i 1 and # 2 Tests # 1 and # 3 Tests # 2 and # 3
Leg Strength 685.56 693.52 665.58 901.76 893.52 901.76
Back Strength 318.53 312.64 318.53 322.94 312.64 322.94Bent Are Hang 45.64 45.29 45.64 50.47 45.29 50.47
Bar Lips 10.05 10.00 10.05 . 12.47 10.00 12.47
Standard Deviation
Leg Strength 111.201 117.92 102.647
Back Strength 26.296 34.999 21.812
Bent Are Hang 6.957 9.655 7.632Bar Dips ........2.384..... ... 5.615 . ... . .. . 6.025 .
Standard Error 
of the difference 
between two lue&ne 
Leg Strength 26.97 28.60 24.94Back Strength 6.86 8.46 5.29Bent Are Hang 1.68 2.34 1.84Bar Dina .57* 1.36 1.67
Critical Ratio ("t**) 
Lag Strength .294** .564** .330™Back Strength .656** .520** 1.94**Bent Are Hang .206** 2.06** 2.81
Bar Dipa .0̂ 6** 1.78** ___________ M E i ________
"t" significance of difference at ,05 level - 2,19
** hot significant at the .05 level.
T A B L E  V I I
Static Resistant fearrs-up Test-Retest-Reteat Comparisons 
of lean Scores on Leg Strength, Back Strength, Bent Ana Hang and Bar Dips
Kean Score Teats # 1 and i 2 Tests # 1 and 1 3 Tests # 2 and i 3














Leg Strength 106.365 193.123 44.20Back Strength 21.525 26.41 54.57Bent Am Hang 10.356 11.302 7.042Bar P}ps 4.554 5.369 ...... 4.014........ .
Standard -1-rror of the difference between two means Leg Strength 25.79 46.84 10.72Back Strength 5.22 6.42 13.23Bent Am Hang 2.51 2.74 1.71Bar Dios 1.16 ________U30______________________*97__________
Critical Ratio 0»t")leg Strength 2.64 3.09 2.69Back Strength 9.05 9.47 1.02**Bent Am Hang 2.83 .600** 3.33
Bar Dips ________ 2*32______ _ _ 2.88 _______________________
"t" significance of difference at .0 5 level “ 2.19
* *  Hot significant at the .05 level
T A B L E  T i l l
Comparison of Mean Scores of 34 Subjects 
Tested on Arm Strength using Bar Dips
■ Mean Scores StandardDeviation
Standard Error 






(Test # t) 4.776 1.15 1.85
Group II
(Test £ 1) 7.82
Group 1 10.00
(Test 0 2) 5.760 1.39 .547
Group II
(Test 0 2) 10.76
Group 2 12.47
(Test # 3) 5.667 1.35 1.37
Group II
fty*. t.)l_____ 11.58
Ht" significance of difference at .0$ level ■ 2.19
T A B L E  IX
Comparison of Rosalie using Accumulative £5cores
Mean Scores Tests # 1 and # 2 Tests 0 1 end # 3 Tests # 2 and 3
Group I 1263.36 1260.38 1263.36 1293.11 1260.88 1293.11
Group II 1037.52 1212.76 1087.52 1199.647 1212.76 1199.647
Standard Deviation
Group I 135.65 165.38 98.51
Group II
Standard Error 
of the difference 
between two means
144.247 234.64 153.03
Group I 32.90 40.11 27.28
Group II 34.96 56.91 37.11
Critical Ratio "t"
Group I .22?** .61?** 1.181**
Group II 3.580 1.968*-* __________ o a * ...
"t" significance of difference at .05 level ■* 2.19
** Rot significant at the .05 level
CHAPTEK V
SUMMASY
Thirty-four young men were tested In an attempt to find out 
whether there were any significant differences between two progr ms 
of warming-up* On® warm-up program consisted of thirteen static 
resistance exorcises, the other program consisted of thirteen 
conventional exercises. The exercises were taken by the participant® 
for the ; urposs of warm-up before participation in regular class 
activities.
Static contraction and conventional exercises were compared
for the following purposed to determine which method retained 
strength in the arms, leg®, and back longer after the student had 
been physically conditioned for six week®} and to determine the 
feasibility of static contraction a© a new warm-up exercise program
for physical education classes.
Two classes were selected from the freshman physical education 
service program* Both classes had participated in the six weeks 
conditioning program established during the first semester 1963- 
196%, at the University of North .Dakota* The two claesee selected 
were equated on the basis of results on the American Association of 
Health, Physical Education and Koereafcion Youth fitness Test* The 
selected classes took art of the kFX Teat to determine arm, back, 
and leg strength*
A. statistical comparison wa iade between ,hc two groups 
investigated in this pa -sr. A© this study was concerned with 
observations of paired ...reaps for small sample® f the MtM test 
was used to determine the retention or rejection of the null 
hypothesis* The ,05 level of significance was established as 
the acceptable point of e.snfidenc# on the Table of Mt”, for 
rejection of the null hypothesis.
OOHCLBSlOltt
The result,, of the investigation indicate the following;:
1. The static resistance proa• revealed significant differences 
is arm, back, end leg strength between the initial test-sand test 
two, and the initial teat and test three. . erforma ces on test©
two and three were significantly superior to those on the 
initial te t.
2. The static reeistauce group revealed no significant 
difference in back and leg strength between test two and test three.
3* Arm strength, a® measured by the bent era hang, for the 
static resistance group revealed a significant difference between 
test two and teat three. Test three was significantly inferior 
to- test two*
h. The conventional exercise group revealed no significant 
difference in their teat-retest-retest.
1). A similar study should be made with larger samples of 
the two groups in this study.
3<*
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2« A study should fee made to attempt to determine the 
feasibility of static resistance exercise. This should be done 
where there is no more than one skilled activity being taught 
during the experiment.
3. A study should fee aado to determine the result® on non- 
conditioned physical education students*
4. A similar study should be made with junior and senior 
high school student®.
5* A similar study should be conducted without a vacation
period
ARM CIRCLES 44
Ann Circling; Standing, feet parallel and shoulder distance apart, 
arms out from body at horizontal level, move arms in small, medium 
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MCTCLE
Bicycle i lie on floor with lege extended tow rd the ceiling, bracing 
the hipa with your hands. Flex and extend the lege es in running.
SIT-JIHD-BCB
Slt-and-Bobi Sitting with lege atr&ight out and feet at right angles 
to the legs. Extend arms toward toes by bending at hip joints and 
tilting pelvis forward. Bob forward, (count one) reaching for toes 
and forehead to knee. Back to sitting position on count two.
BURPEE
Burpee; Start in normal standing position. On count one bend at the 
knees and place hands on the floor. Count two extend legs behind you 
with hands in position from count one. Count three return to position 
in count number two. Count four return to starting position.
SIT-UP 41
Sit-ups: Lie on your back. Tilt pelvis to flatten lower back to 
With hands clasped behind the head, curl head, shoulders back and 






Push-unst Lie face down on floor, place hands directly under shoulder 
joint with fingers parallel and turned inward slightly. Etend aims 
and lift body in straight line. Lower body slowly until chin toucnes 
the floor and then push up again. Movement in arms and shoulders, 
not in any other part of the body. Chin touches before thighs. Keep 
body line straight from head to toes.
SPREAD EAGLE
<f3
Spread Eagle: Lie on back with anus out from body at horizontal level. 
Raise left leg vertical to the floor, tnen rotate hips so leg touches 
hand. Try not to move the anus from the floor. Alternate using both 
legs.
Jumping Jack: Start in a normal standing position and on count 
one flex and abduct the arms above the head, and abduct the legs 
to the side. Count two return to the starting position.
SUNNING IN PLACE
Running in place; In a standing position bring knees one at a time 
as close to the chest as possible. Use same procedure as if running 
but stay in a stationary place on the floor.
NECK TWISTER
Neck Twister; Standing in a normal position, on count one, bend neck 
forward so the chin touches the chest. On count two, rotate the head 
to the right so the ear touches the right shoulder. On count three 
rotate the head to the back. On count four, rotate the heai so the left 
ear touches the left shoulder.
v?
MODIFIED PULL-UP
Modified, pull-tip: Partner lying on the floor reach up and clasp hands 
■with partner in standing position. On count one raise the body from 
the floor using only the arms. Keep the body straight and heels on the 
floor.
WING LIFT
Wing Lifts: Lie face down on the floor, aims clasped at the back 
of neck and eyes directed straight down, legs straight, and toes 
touc ling floor* Lift head, upper back, and aims off floor about 12 
inches, chin in. Return to starting position. Do not allow elbows 
to touch floor or toes to leave floor. Repeat.
50
Bleep Flexion - Partner el*»p wrl«t then try to earl er-i upward 
while partner Oppliee preeeure downward.
51
Shoulder Abduction «• PL? cm nrttie Inside of partners arms and
exert pressure outward while partner exerts 
pressure Inward.
52
Shoulder SlUsiiOD • Place hands oa top of partners shoulders and
exert pres-ate downward*
A m  A M m t l m  • f<®wr 0a pmtmmm f*m* m m
i«»*MNS *feH« , art*mhp» &*
fluxion *» lM« aran boUlnd you and niia ixi a a u ward
notion while ■,artnor nypliea downward rennuro*
59
Back Hyper-extension - Haiae shoulders from floor while partner
applies pressure to shoulders and legs.
%
Static Ait-up - Sai®e afcemI4*r« fro® floor wftil® rvseurt ia baliv






l*g Abftncttoa • farta** jslaaaa bit lags o-itaid* of &&#*#» try to 
abroad l««a
,artner place® hi.a legs inside of knees, try to 
bring log© together.
59
F'boq M ans' ~a -  SJfy ta straight©® lag vrlle p&rtnar ar^lio©
praewur® at bottoms and ruoicla*
6o
lasoo FloxiCi - Try to bond lag at knoe while partner » ^liee 
prooowu'o at buttock and onJJLo*
6 1
static '"owtag * 8<w la * e&ttiou paolt&aa foot
fcocaft̂ er* ola*j* fcaad© ta^thar and pall, 
twjf fcc b m m  so ltitlo m&nmont m  inwa&blm*
63
Area of Comparison: Accumulative Ecarea 
..ttronp.X and Group It H eat ill
bjects Group X Group X X D D2
1 1297 1163 134 17956
2 1104 942 162 26244
3 1201 1248 •47 2209
4 1509 951 558 311364
5 1274 1666 •392 153644
6 1452 1437 15 225
7 733 733 0 0
8 1121 1294 -173 29929
9 1560 1024 SS6 309136
10 m i 1165 •54 2916
11 1142 951 191 36481
12 1221 787 434 188356
13 1004 767 237 56169
14 1173 1160 13 169
15 1693 1090 594 352636









X = 1268.36 X = 1087.52
1767834
64
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: tm m m m  !(§•• # o
n X D  = £. 1)2 = . . ■
Zd2 = £D2 - carpy
n
\|-XJ\| n—1
^ d ~ . imij «»>«*«*
iy— -- S(J ** — / ̂
16
Sx « x = sd sx - x =
v / n
Si: - x = ____ u-i2_4,123
Sx - x = s*; * *z
i - X - X 
Sx - x
t
t at .05 level = ^
df = n-1
df = u
Significance of Difference: Jtovjcm .iht lav̂ i
6f>
Qrtup 1 m 6 Sremt It j t m t  tm
Area of Comparison: tka/m m m
S u b je c ts CSs'Oup 11 D D2
1
w m 141? "6 1 s m
2
% m 1056 23# n i s i
3 1214 1613 «29§ •§401
4 1313 104 * 2 ? 303129
5 m 3 177* *1 1 3 3003# *
6
m i 142* m 7215
7 U l § 4 0 i 1
8 n n m i 4ft 2304
9 tw o 112? 531 2* 31*9
10 u s ? u s i *4 0 4 24403*
11
U ? S 1134 $9 1521
12 m ? n o 90S § 4ftft*
13 m ? ftftft 170 31*64
14 12*2 * * 3 4 ? * ! ? *
15 1634 % m 334 107584
16 1235 M S 171 tym t*
17 1 3*9
£ X  =  i M H
1330
l x  =  M i l ?
23
I D  =  616
32i
I D 2 =  1954816
x = it*©.*® X -  1212 .76
66
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Jpc | :ivg Score# (feat # 2) 
n = ??______ I d = , I D 2 =
Xd2 » £D2 - (grp)2
. \ l ~ ^\J n—1 Sd =
=  - l i y . *  i . , ,> , ,* > 1. 71■»
 \  I-----------------1 j  ' i,
M u
Sd " ^
Sx « x = sd sx - x =
\ H T
Sx - 5c - 346
4.123
Sx - x =
t = X - X
Sx - x t  “ ___ _ ».lt
t = ___ __
t at .05 level = Z*.li 
df = n-1
Significance of Difference; hot aijKjsi. f leant
- i —  i ■■■■’. I I -  . HI II I l| ■ l l » .  .1
«7
l w*$ 0ci>My It j T*m
Area of Comparison: - . '  - : .v
Subjects Qemsp X 0Ktmg» XI D D2
1 mm m s 4794
2 im t*t* 363 HNN4
3 tm 1 14 194
4 Utt 1©4§ 9PH9P *190*4
5 UK 130404
6 u$s t m *144 torn
7 «M MS it *;ti
8 m ? m i *46 t m
9 MSI m i 497 tm m
10 u » 1999 916441
11 t m m » tit 1*0*4
12 um m 413 m m
13 tm m tt* 40025
14 m ? IMZ *2« 71984
15 u u am •314 44194
16 tm ttso |A0
17 iaa» UK an 16334
£x = flits «. 19996 Xx = XD2 =
x = 1993.11 x .  u m jmU M A X ?
68
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Aeetimtafct** Score# (T « t  #  3)
Z  D - 4. S.D2 = ____ __JU
Xd2 =» £D2 - (g-D)2
n
Sx « x =
SX '  X = -------T-----V/17
S5 "  *  “ -----
4«iH
Si: - x fj*
t ■ X - X 
Sx - x
— tvtm----




Significance of Difference ......... ...... i t*ii
6n
...leas -t. L jaaa, lafe. l2— aajx. aa—
Area of Comparison: --a w , tag »c— »
Subjects s m  #i f«#fc #2 D D2
1 129/ 1391 -59 3461
2 1104 SS97 *193 37249
3 1201 1214 -13 169
4 1399 1531 •23 466
5 1274 10*3 211 44521
6 1*52 1S11 *59 MM
7 733 941 -206 43264
8 1121 U H -49 2401
9 1520 1640 **60 3600
10 1211 US? -54 2916
11 1442 1173 269 72361
12 m i 1197 24 5.6
13 1004 99? 17 m
14 1173 * m 16? 34969
15 1003 1634 S9 3461
16 1294 1233 39 MM
17 1553 1343 210 44100
zx = 21562 IX =21433 * D = m ID2 =
X = 1266.36 x = im t.m
70
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test:
a =
# l  m m  i t 2 (ftraup X)
~rf- 1)2 = S.':-'
Xd2 => £D2 - QrD)2
= \ | - ^  \| n—1
* d2 - m L  •-•is
sd = A n^rU 
N u
---- Sd j •» t n
Sic ~ x = sd sic - x = H Z . "
v T n
Sf; - x = —
4,123
Sic - x - y,
t = X - X 
Sx - x t = ___ \.i * X J M U &U M
t = m-
t at ,05 level = 
df = n-1
df = 14
Significance of Difference: j_-
n
Accurjuistive $co>tm  
Area of Comparison: ____________________







2 1104 1277 ♦173 29929
3 m i 1468 *261 68121
4 1509 1516 *7 49
5 1274 1206 66 4624
6 1452 1453 *3 9
7 733 924 •l®i 36481
8 isn 1237 *116 13456
9 1580 1653 *73 5329
10 12U 1139 52 2704
11 1442 1177 256 70225
12 m i 1283 *62 3844
13 1004 1135 *131 22801
14 1173 102? 146 2131#
15 1693 1414 279 77841
16 1294 1410 *216 46656
17 1553 1352 201 4040121562
I X  = 21995IX = *326ID = IB2 =
1268.3̂  „ 129S.U
X = X =
443982
?a
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: 
n =
# i  MHt#3 D
_____  X d = I D 2 = _ M l + m
Xd2 a £D2 - (jF D)2




Sx - x = sx - x = ■ .l&L^
V ^ T
Si: - x = ■
TTkU
Sx - x = *>.U
t = X - X
Sx - x
fc "  _____
t = ■________
40.U
t at .05 level = f^ff 
df - n-1 
df = |ft
Significance of Difference lot Sls&Xiicsnt
7 3
Area of Comparison: .tacreawl&fciKfi. hcaras 
— Seat-tl-es*I last M — (flawy. 1.) -.
Subjects feat #2 feat #3 D D2
1 1356 1263 73 S329
2 1297 1177 20 400
3 1214 1462 *158 24964
4 1513 1516 16 225
5 1963 1206 -133 17669
V 6 1511 1455 56 3136
7 941 924 17 269
8 1170 1237 •6? 4469
9 1646 1653 *13 169
10 1157 1159 -2 4
11 1173 1177 *4 16
12 119? 1263 *66 7396
13 967 1027 *41 imi
14 9fi6 1159 *166 26226
15 1634 1414 220 484O0
16 1335 1400 *175 30625
17 1343 1352 -9 61
EX =21435 IX = 21993 * D = *939 ZD2 = 173 U  7
x = u m X - 1293,U
n
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: # 1 md # 3 (Group X)
” = --- ------- £  D " ___am... £ D2 = 171,1*7
3 - X£D12n
sd “ \ -X_a2 Sj = , 1 /%77 **-a sd =.\| n—1 a. \l wP* 4 w i  Mni
N u
Sif «. if = Sd sx - x = OJl.lil
V T - v/ 17
Si; - x = ; w 0 -s" *• Sx - if =
4.123
rt ii XI I X t - i M a ^  . \i-.t .,L 1
Sx -  X trait
t = *1*131
t at .05 level - 2,It
df = n-1 
df = 16
Significance of Difference: Hot Significant
75
AccuaMlativc Scores 
Area C2 (Group I I )
feet #1 Teat n
ibjects 1163 1417 ■2S§
1 942 1056 *116
2 1248 1513 *256
3 931 904 47
4 1666 1776 *110
5 1437 1426 U
6 733 940 *207
7 1294 U22 172
8 1924 1127 •103
9 1165 1651 *486
10 931 1134 -183
11 m 889 -102
12 767 809 *42
13 1160 1262 •402
14 1090 1306 -216
15 890 963 -73
16 1211 1320 *109
17
16488 2061?
I X  = IX = ID
1967.52























The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test:
n =
# t and # 2 (Croup II)
t r rzu a S.D2 = 601.792
Zd2 =* £D2 - (g-D)2
n
^d2 =
o . — A - t  d2 s, - rsd “ \| n—1 Sd ^
Sx - x = sd SX '
v r "
Sx - x = i/. *?/. 7
t - X - X t =
Sx - x
t «*







Sx - 31 = ___34JL2-
. 1022,52-.__:___26.
smmi
Significance of Difference: MffalftgWttt T m W & . A SOfTtl
7 7
Area of Comparison: ..V.VJS,,,.,__
Ycjt_.;̂ .4o4,Ŷ r ta.lflreup II)
bjects Test #1 Ttstit #$ D D2
1 1163 1365 •202 40804
2 942 1034 *92 8464
3 124® 1446 -200 40000
4 9S1 1048 -97 9409
5 1666 1604 62 3844
6 1437 1599 •162 26244
7 733 863 -130 16900
8 1294 1283 a 121
9 1024 1226 -202 40804
10 i i i s 1930 -765 585225
11 951 1039 -88 7744
12 787 870 *83 6889
13 767 910 -143 20449
14 1160 1295
/
- a s 18225
15 1090 1630 -54 0 291000
16 890 1250 -360 129000
17 1211 1196 115 13225
I X  =18488 ZX =20394 £D = -2911 M tf C\J II 1256544
5 = 1087.52 X =1199,64/
78
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Tests ^ | ^  |  3 (Group SO 
n = “ S.D2 ■1,3*4,564








Sd "  ,234.64
Sx ~ x = sd sx -  x =
\ M 7
Si; - x = 53A,
4*Ut
Sx -  x
t  -  X -  X 
Sx -  x
t -  . »X.9fr*
1 a — 10^7153----- ;------------69-
t at .05 level ■ f*f§ 
df ■ n- 1  
df -  I*
Significance of Difference; ___ Bgfc S f & n U l s m
T>
Area of Comparisons Aeceoulative Scores 
teat #2 and feat #3 (Croup %%)
Subjects Test #2 Test #3 D D2
1 1417 1365 52 2704
2 1056 1034 24 376
3 1513 1448 63 4225
4 904 1046 *144 20736
5 1776 1604 172 29564
6 1426 1599 *172 29584
7 940 663 77 5929
8 1122 1283 *161 25921
9 1127 1226 -99 9801
10 m i 1930 *279 77841
11 1134 1039 95 9025
12 069 870 19 361
13 809 910 -101 10201
14 X5N&2 1295 *33 1089
15 1306 1630 -324 104976
16 963 1250 -28? 82369
17 1320 1196 124 13376
rx ZX =20394 ID = .$72 ID2 = 430299
X . 1199.647
6c
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test:
„ # 2 «*tf # 1 <«roup XX)
n ■ — az_______ a ̂ .taai. S.°2 = — 430,89 ".I
Xd2 ■ £D2 - (£-D)2
n :<J = ..22&.221ML
1 £ d 2
g n-l sd " ^ 37',yT ? 3 ^
U
sd - , m . Q 3
Sx « x = sx - x = 15^03..
y f n
Si: - x = ________
4.123
S* - x -
t - X - X
Sx - x
t at .05 level = 
df - n-1
df "  10
L'm^.-------- 43L
37.U
Significance of Difference tfcfr if-UiJ,
81
feat #1. and test i-3 <G.oun tl
Area of Comparison: he;,; Strength
Subjects #»0t #i Test #2 D D2
1 900 960 •40 1600
2 800 960 -160 25600
3 940 910 30 900
4 U35 1140 *S 25
5 930 720 210 44100
6 990 1040 -SO 2500
7 490 680 -190 36100
8 TOO 760 •60 3600
9 1180 1230 -40 1600
10 780 790 -30 900
11 640 T90 -ISO 22500
12 840 860 •20 40©
13 680 680 0 0
14 830 680 ISO 22500
15 1190 1180 10 100
16 660 840 20 400
17 1160 970 90 36100
SIX = IS055 IX =12190 ZD =*135 ID2 =
X = 685.58 X = 883.52
188925
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: |«g Strength
a = It £ D  = -135 ID2 = 198925
Xd2 =» £D2 - (jTD)2 *d2 = 197SS2.9S
________n
Sd - \| ~^ 1d2 - Sd = A  I97ii52^1----- Sd = 111,201
lit
sx - x = 111,201
vTi~
Sx ■* x = 111«3MM> Sx " X s 2o,92
i,SX»




t at .05 level - 2.If
df = n-1 
df = 16
Significance of Difference Hot Significant
83
Teat #1 a»3 Test #3
Area of Comparison: 1«ea Strsmra'h
Subjects Test #1 Test #3 D D2
1 900 860 40 1600
2 800 920 -120 14400
3 940 1120 -ISO 32400
4 U35 1080 55 2025
5 930 880 -SO 2506
6 990 990 0 0
7 490 680 -190 36100
8 700 616 -110 12100
9 1130 1220 -30 900
10 760 700 60 3600
11 640 760 -220 14400
12 640 910 -70 4900
13 660 810 -130 16900
14 830 720 110 12100
15 1190 980 210 44100
16 660 940 80 6400
17 1160 950 210 44100
I X  =15053 IX =15330 ID =9S
11)2 = 231525
X . 885*58 X - 901.76
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test; t«g Strength
a - 17 I d » |3
Xd2 » JD2 - (5-D)2 "S d2 = 222500n
sd = \ - * d s , — 1 222500ad \| n-1 d \| 16
£ D - 231^25
sd -
Sic « x = sd sx - x =
vTT7
s* - x = _ im z
4 . m
Sic - ic = 2a. 60
t = JLjlJL t = 895.5$ * 901.76Sx - x
fc -  _________________________
*
t at .05 level = 2,It
df = n-1 
df - 16
Significance of Difference: Not
8jjJ
::̂ st € 2 and Tost # 3 x (Group X)
Area of Comparison: leg ScreJigth__________
b.iects Test # 2 Tme § 3 D D2
1 960 360 100 10000
2 960 920 40 1600
3 910 1120 •210 44100
4 1140 1030 60 3600
5 720 ddO -160 23600
6 1040 990 SO 2500
7 660 630 0 0
8 760 810 -SO 2500
9 1230 1220 10 100
10 790 700 90 8100
11 790 760 30 900
12 360 910 -50 2500
13 600 810 -130 16900
14 600 720 -40 1600
15 1130 980 200 400000









X = 893.51 X = 901.76
3
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test:
la* Strength
n = if Z D  - *140
Zd2 ■- £D2 - (^D)2 
n
Sd - J  - S d 2 s„ _ r\| n—1 d ■ \j-
Sx - x = sd sx
V T -
iw X  = lOZ.Jtl
4* 123
t = X - X t *
Sx - x
t = .330
t at .05 level - -
df = n-1
df = 16
J D 2 = 170.030
*d2 - m u j , m
16
Sd o 102. 347
102.367
f l 7
Sjj — x"=s 24.94
— ~
Significance of Difference: Mttfc Significant
3?
tost f l tmd Toot # 2 t (Croup II)
Area of Comparison; Rt'rertgfh___________
Subjects Tost # 1 Test # 2 D D2
1 *500 1000 -200 40000
2 670 760 -no 12100
3 920 1150 -230 52900
4 690 610 30 6400
5 1200 1290 -90 0100
6 1010 990 20 400
7 480 670 -190 36100
8 640 030 -190 36100
9 630 750 -70 4900
10 900 1230 -380 144400
11 690 810 -120 14400
12 520 62$ -105 11025
13 440 460 -20 400
14 340 92$ -8$ 7225
15 695 830 -155 24025
16 630 660 -30 900
17 900 900 -SO 6400
I X  = 12705 IX = 14,340 £D = -1955 _ n2
mm
X = 747.35 X = 841.17
405775
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: t m  Strength
n = 17 I D ___ L I D 2 = *05.775
X d 2 »  £D 2 -  (g -D )2
A  £ d 2 S - rSd “ \| n-l Sd - ^
Sx - x = sd SX
Sf: - x = 10&.36S
4.123






Sd = 10 .3 ..
10-J.365
V/17
s* - * - ___ &JH.
25.79
t at .05 level = 2.19
df = n-1
df = 18

























The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: St3.e«gth
n = n _______  I D =  2355 £  D2 -
Xd2 = £D2 - (g-p)2 ~gd2 = 31?5744.73
________n
sd - \| ~ k r ~  sa “ J  - sd - » » . m
sx -  x = l;3 .123_______
vT T t
Sx -  x = ____ ,-3.123 Sx -  x = 46,J-4
4, 123
t - X - X t = 747.35 - m « n
Sx -  x
t -  3.09__________
t at .05 level = 
df = n-1
df = i i
Significance of Difference Signlflcat b e y o n d £t» .05 lew! of confidowMi
91
Yean # 2 and Test ♦ 3 : (Group IX)
Area of Comparison: tog Strength
bjects Yeat # 2 fast # 3 D D2
1 1000 940 60 3600
2 760 740 20 400
3 1150 1030 70 4900
4 610 660 -50 2500
5 1290 1120 70 4900
6 990 1190 -200 40000
7 670 570 100 10000
8 330 950 -120 14400
9 750 340 -90 3100
10 1280 1540 -260 67 GOO
11 310 620 190 36100
12 625 570 55 3025
13 460 560 -100 10000
14 925 920 5 25
15 850 1190 -340 115600
16 660 910 -250 62500
17 990











The Significance of the Difference




2— 3 __—t*2L I D 2 " _______ 1
Xd2 = £D2 - (g-D)2
n ____________
Sd I r^  ii sd _____
Sx - x = sd sx - x =
v n r - y/ 17
on U| ri' 1 Xl II S* - X = __ AtiUk__
t = X - X
Sx - x __ 2_______ i*.*>. 72
t 53
t at .05 level = 
df » n-1 
df = ,
Significance of Difference: *<’(*%***?*& haawoJ .05 U m H  <tf — Hfang*?
9 3
Area of Comparison:
Teat # 1 and feat # 2 : (Croup I )
Subjects Teat # | feat # 2 D D2
1 310 330 -20 400
2 270 290 -20 400
3 230 275 -45 2025
4 320 340 -20 490
5 310 310 0 0
6 375 375 0 0
7 210 225 -15 225
8 360 355 5 25
9 320 355 -35 1225
10 340 300 40 1600
11 330 310 20 400
12 340 300 40 1600
13 290 260 30 900
14 280 260 20 400
15 440 390 50 2500
16 350 320 30 900
17 340 320 20 400
E x  =5415
* x = 5315 ED = 100
11)2  = 13400
X = 318.53 X = 312.64
The Significance of the Difference




•Vh I D 13>400
Xd2 =■ £D2 - (gD)2
n
'3S d* TTTSTnrr
= \ | - ^\| n—1 Sd \ | -----12,011.77'
* U
Sd 7055"
Sx - x = sd sx - x = ■ B Wg
Sx - x ZE.29?
4.123
SX - X a*
---- Off
t -  x - x











Area of Comparison: Back Strength
Teat # 1 ami Test # 3: (Group X)
Subjects
1
Test # 1 
310






2 270 300 -30 990
3 230 295 -65 4225
4 320 330 -60 3600
5 310 290 20 400
6 373 380 -5 25
7 210 210 0 0
8 360 370 -10 100
9 320 360 -40 1600
10 340 290 50 2500
11 330 330 0 0
12 340 320 20 400
13 290 290 0 0
14 280 250 30 900
15 440 370 70 4990
16 350 375 -25 625
17 340 340 0 0
I X  = 5415 I X  = S4*> I D  = .7 5
17)2 = 21075
X = 313.53 X - 322.94
96
Test: Bock Strength
a " 17 £ D  = »?5 I D 2 = 21,075
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
X d 2 = £ D 2 - (jr D)2
n
^d2 - 20,744,12
S d .  ^
Sx « x = sd sx - x = 54.034
v T n
Sx - X  = j&Jjt___________  Sx - x = _____ a-68
4.123
* a JL=JL t - ___31S.53 - 22XAk
Sx - x 8.48
t - .520________
t at .05 level = 2.if
df = n-1
df = 16
Significance of Difference: «at ssoni
9 7
# 2 md  Test » 3 i (Croup I)
Area of Comparison: Back Strength
lbjects Te»t 02 VMt # 3 D D2
1 330 340 -10 100
2 290 300 *10 100
3 275 295 -20 400
4 340 330 -40 1600
5 310 290 20 400
6 375 380 -5 25
7 225 210 15 225
8 355 370 -15 225
9 355 360 IS 225
10 300 290 10 100
11 310 330 -20 400
12 300 320 -20 400
13 260 299 -30 900
14 260 250 10 100
15 390 370 20 400
16 320 375 -55 3025
17 320 340 -20 400
S X  = 5315 iX = 5490 ID = 155 ID2 =
X = 312.64 X = 322.94
9025
98
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: h
W = __ 12-.. . £ D - - -LSS I D 2 = ,
IE a
Sd — Sd __ _ __
Sx - x = sx - x = - _ = ^ =
\ M 7
Sx - X  = •>». fi*?___________  Sx - X  =  g *{,
4,ias
* " JL=JL t = __VUM..+ $22 MSx - x $t2$
t ■ j y i _____________
t at .05 level = ' .'
df = n-1
df - m
Significance of Difference: Hk>i: -
99
Te<t # t and Tast # 2 : (Group II)
Area of Comparison: Back Streagth_______























































X = 247.41 X = 294.7
= 13825
100
The Significance of the Difference




■ 17 I D 1 **.
£d a £D - CgD)‘n
= \ | - ^  \J n—1
^d2 = -^L-LL-
sd = A UM&M-
\ J u sd ■ __L
Sx - x = sd sx - X = „m2l..S2Zi
/ 1 7
Si: - x = .. . n . 5 2 5
ft.LX'S
Sx - x = -UJ2_
t = X - X
Sx - x t c ,£V .4?. - 296. J507
t at .05 level = 2.19 
df = n-1 
df =
Significance of Difference: -  T f hr-ftmd .05 1»vl
101
Area of Comparison: ____ Sack St -reaetfo
Teat # 1 m d  test # 3 : (Group I)
ibjects Test # I Tes t  # 3 D D2
1 305 360 -55 3025
2 210 230 -20 400
3 290 310 -20 400
4 200 230 -30 900
5 420 420 6 0
6 330 360 20 400
7 210 240 -30 900
8 230 230 -SO 2500
9 290 320 -30 900
10 270 340 -70 4900
11 230 230 -50 2500
12 250 230 -30 900
13 270 290 -20 400
14 250 330 -80 3400
15 360 410 -50 2500
16 230 290 -60 3600
17 270 270 0 0
I X  =
4465 = 5240 ID = 375 ID2 =
X = 247,41 X = 308.23
30625
102
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
n - __ 1?
Test: sack Strength
I D  " o
Xd2 = £D2 - (S-D)2
= \ l - ^\| n-1
^ d2 88 __ lL.t?a.Aa
Sd = A
\| u Sd ■  2.:—1.
Sx « x = sd S X  -  X  = . 2&.41,
7 n
Sx - x -- I—
4.123
Sx - x = — 1.
t = X - X 
Sx - x
1 H
t  88__U L M - m  ^  . 7 ,r.
*.42
t at .05 level = 2,13




Area of Comparison: ' ' "rl; ‘ ' ■ _____
la st # 2 araJ # 3 j (C r a y  2)
ib j ects Test # 2 Test # 3 D D2
1 350 360 *3 25
2 235 230 5 25
3 310 310 0 0
4 230 230 0 0
5 420 420 0 0
6 370 360 10 100
7 210 240 >30 900
8 240 280 -40 1600
9 300 320 -20 400
10 315 340 -25 625
11 275 z m -5 25
12 245 280 -35 1225
13 200 290 -10 100
14 2 m 330 -50 2500
15 420 410 10 100
16 260 290 -30 900
17 270 270 0 0





The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: SacIt Str; .
n = ^ D = -2”J5 S. D2 =
- JD2 - (5"D)2 ^d2 = 2*977.Mn
, d - V — sd = A *4 Sh = 5A.V>\J n-1
, x = sd
J \J io J
sx - x =
x = 54.57
V 17
Sx - x = is ,r.
4.123
X - X t = 2W-.7 - 30r.?5
Sx - x 13.25
1.02
t at .05 level = 
df = n-1
df *= K-
Significance of Difference: Vigtftf.f.cer.t at .05 levrl
105
gmS # 1 mv. tms # 2 ; terms IS
Area of Comparison: A m  Stemsuta (3®nt Aru Hem)
Subjects # l Test # 2 D D2
1 57 55 4 16
2 24 40 -14 256
3 27 25 2 4
4 43 41 -2 4
5 33 32. 1 1
6 35 69 -4 16
7 25 27 -2 4
8 51 43 6 64
9 51 59 2 4
10 56 53 -2 4
11 57 53 *1 1
12 34 31 3 9
13 27 39 -12 144
14 m 37 12 144
15 53 53 0 0
16 71 51 10 100
17 42 44 m2 4
IX = 776 SX = 770 ZB = 1 ID2 =
* = 45.64 X = 45.29
106
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: I nt & rm I.'. "...
a = 1 /_____  2L d ■ i 3L d2 =
Zd2 ■ £D2 - (g-p)2n
sd ■ . *.:
Sx - x = sx - x - l.9s
vTT?
Si: - x = f
£>.m
Si: - x = 1 M
t  -  X - X t = ,
Sx - x
t = ___ _______________
t at .05 level = ?*10
df = n-1
df - 1$
Significance of Difference gaJL-LL̂ .;-- B  i«w*>
107
__feat. .11 msk feat, i! —(fferauju .1)—
Area of Comparison: A*m Strongth a™»
Subjects T«8t #1 Tmot #3 D D‘
1 37 79 -13 169
2 24 45 -21 441
3 27 42 -15 225
4 43 43 0 0
5 33 34 -1 1
6 63 60 s 35
7 23 26 -1 1
8 51 41 10 100
9 61 62 -l 1
10 56 55 1 1
11 57 65 •8 64
12 34 48 -14 176
13 27 50 -23 527
14 47 40 7 61
15 53 33 0 0
16 71 74 -3 9
17 42 SO «g 64
EX =776 ^ X =05g E d = .04 ZD2
X = 45.64 X =10.47
1703?
IOC
The Significance of the Difference 
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: S*ct* •*» Hang
a -  » I D I D 2 = _____
Xd2 ■ £D2 - (jrp)2
n
1 t  d2 Sj - rj n-1 d' \|
^ d2 . mt.tt
sd 9.SS5
Sx « x = sd
Sx - x = ».«3E.1.73
S X  -  X  =
*». S35
v T n
Sx - x = 2#34




t . 45.64 - 90
-------773$----
t at .05 level 
df = n-1 
df — '
19
Significance of Difference: Jtot Sigt'-lftemt
109
Area of Comparison: tea SU'ci'jgth (Bent Ana Hang)-
fast # 3 test # 3 s (Croup f>
Subjects fast # 2 fast # 3 D D2
1 §3 70 *17 289
2 40 45 *5 25
3 n 42 -17 289
4 41 43 -2 4
5 32 34 •2 4
6 m 40 9 81
7 27 26 1 l
8 43 41 2 4
9 39 , 52 -3 $
10 >8 55 3 9
11 38 65 -7 49
12 31 46 -17 233
13 39 50 -11 121
14 3? 40 9
15 53 S3 0 0
16 41 74 -13 169
17 44 50 -6 36
S X = m m * .ff§ = 653 £D = *88 ID2 :
x = 43,29 X = 5047
no
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Been. M u  Haag
n = 17 £ D  = I d2 = IW?
nCNJ•XJW J D 2 - OFD)2 ^ d2 o 332.M
n
Sj = J - y 2
H
M Md \| n-l ----W --------  -----
Sx - x = sd sx - x = j . m
Sx - x 7.632» r m Sx - x =
U34
t = X - X
Sx - x
t = &3.T9 * 50.47
1,34
t = ?.3t
t at ,05 level = 
df = n-1 
df = 1
t . n
Significance of Difference: 3**t»lfie**  beyetrt the .05 l f » !
Ill
j .  g g »  ! h m ,  f '-2 .,-a  t t f r e m p  I D
Area of Comparison: («*■»»
ibjects t*»* # i X*»t # 2 D D2
1
4* 55 -7 43
2 52 45 3 9
3 20 45 -15 225
4 43 45 - 1 1
5
40 54 -14 19u
6 36 54 -Id 324
7 41 53 -12 144
8
41 4$ -4 4
9 44 44 -12 244
10 24 44 -20 400
11 34 34 -1 2 244m r -w  w
12 14 14 -a 4
13 SO m -a 31
14 40 44 16 254
15 37 23 24 196
16 24 31 -5 25
17 34 S3 -17 2mIX
165$ I X = 7*> ID = -US ID2 =
X = 34.52 X = 45.33
2495
u a
Test: ?tent ,‘r Rang
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
n « 17_______ d =
Xd2 a £D2 - (g-D)2
n
Si: - x = 10.15;
4,123
t - X - X 
Sx - x
2.33
-jit I D 2 = V"**
^d2 = *7*7,0$
= „[" g . B SO,358----- P»------- d ------
sx -  x = 10,338
v T n
Si: - x = .
t =
t at ,05 level = 2.:9
df = n-1 
df = In­
significance of Difference: fefyawi tb* ,05 level
133
Test # 1 and Test f 3 j (Croup IS)
Area of Comparison: Straogtb (Bw>t tea Hattg)
Subjects Teat # I Test # 3 D D‘
1 43 31 -3 9
2 32 47 5 25
3 30 49 -19 361
4 43 39 9 01
5 40 56 -16 256
6 33 34 0 0
7 41 44 -3 9
8 41 44 -3 9
9 44 54 -10 100
10 23 39 -13 169
11 24 26 -2 4
12 14 17 -1 1
13 50 51 -1 1
14 00 33 27 729
15 37 22 U 225
16 24 36 -10 100
17 34 39 -3 9
IX = 653 lx = ID = 28 ID2
X = 38.52 x = 60.17
2088
H h
The Significance of the Difference




H Z D I D 2 =
Zd2 =* £D2 - (g-D)2
\| n—1
■gd2 _ w m M
*
sd s \ I----- | ! Sd - ___.___
Sx - x = sd 
n
sx - x - n,
VT17
Si; - x = -------- r Sx - x = f M
t » x - X
Sx - x
t = . M
t at .05 level = 
df = n-1
df = u
e4 _  iter it *t$ iw ilSignificance of Difference: ______________ _____ _
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Area of Comparison: A m  Strength {Sent A m  Bong)
feat # ? and feat # 3 : CGreyp 113
Subjects feet # 2 feat # 3 D D2
1 55 31 4 16
2 49 47 2 4
3 45 49 -4 16
4 49 39 10 190
5 54 55 -2 4
6 54 35 18 324
7 S3 44 9 31
8 45 44 1 1
9 m 54 12 144
10 45 39 7 49
11 35 26 10 109
12 13 17 1 1
13 59 51 8 64
14 44 33 11 121
15 23 22 1 1
16 St 36 -5 25
17 53 39 14 196
IX =




The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Beer ASM Betig
n = 17 5.d = _ _ 9 ? _ _  ID2 = 1.247
Xd2 = £D2 - (g- D)2n
•gd2 =
sd = ^ j Z i Sd - 7 * m
sir six - x = 7 JjUZ
y f T T
Sx - x = 7*042
----O H
Sx - x = 1.71
t = X - X
Sx - x
t « 3.33
t = 13*91 • 40.17
— m -----
t at .05 level = 849
df = n-1 
df = t<*
Significance of Difference: Signifioaot at the .95 lawcl
117
Area of Comparison: _____Arra Sfcrgpgfch (Bar
Tmt  # 1 and Teat # 2 t (fixaup 1)
ibjects Test # t feet # 2 D D'
1 10 13 -3 9
2 10 7 3 9
3 4 4 0 0
4 11 10 i 1
5 1 1 0 0
6 22 27 -5 25
7 a 9 *1 1
8 10 U -2 4
9 9 6 3 9
10 9 9 0 0
11 15 15 0 0
12 7 4 1 1
13 7 a -1 1
14 14 9 3 25
15 10 u -1 1










X = 10.05 X = 10
118
The Significance of the Difference




X D  « _____ l
Xd2 =» £D2 - (gD)2 ^d2 = ; j.>..
n .
Si; - x = I*.:, Sx - x = .S/w
571^
t » X - X t = 10. P5 - 2X>
Sk - x *5ti
t = ,c_______________
t at .05 level = 1.19
df = n-1
df =
Significance of Difference: ______ ________
119
Area of Comparisons 4*® StJtanjjth (Bar Sips) 
Toeft # 1 and foat # 3 t (Group 1)
Subjects To*fc # 1 T«st # 3 D D‘
1 to 13 ~3 9
2 to a -2 4
3 4 5 -1 1
4 a 13 -2 4
5 t 2 -1 1
6 22 23 «$ 9
7 8 8 0 0
8 to 16 -6 36
9 9 11 -2 4
10 9 14 -3 23
11 15 22 *7 49
12 7 5 2 4
13 7 5 2 4
14 14 17 -3 9
15 14 11 *1 1
16 13 21 -8 64
17 11 12 -l 1
Z x  = t n X* = 212 ID = -41 ID2
x = 10.03 x = 12.47
3J&
The Significance of the Difference




■~h I D I F rr




sd = A— --------
N u
sd a ai <
Sx « x = Sd sx - x = ___
Si: - x = S.S1S Sx - x =
"<£*3*





t at .05 level = 
df = n-1
df = tS,
Significance of Difference: __ ......
1 2 1
Area of Comparison: Sam Strength flter Dlael
Subjects feat # 2 Tea t # 3 D D'
1 13 13 0 0
2
7 12 *5 25
3 4 5 -1 1
4 10 13 *3 0
5 1 2 •( 1
6 2? 25 2 4
7 9 3 1 1
8 12 14 -4 16
9 6 U -3 25
10 9 14 -5 25
11 15 22 -7 40
12 6 5 1 1
13 $ 5 3 0
14 9 17 -8 64
15 11 11 0 0
16 14 21 *7 40
17 9 12 -3 0
l x
170 5* x — 212 ID = 42 ID2
X = 10 X = 1.2,47
2m
122
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Bar Dips
n = 1?______  £ d « 4t J, D2 =
Xd2 =■ £D2 - (g-D)2 ■Sd2 =
- _________ - _____
= \ \ ~ ^  \| n—1 Sd .*
i----r w y r
\| u
Sd - J__!
Sx «■ x = sd sx - x = f.9tS
VT17
Sx - x = .. - Lf
------?--------
Sx - x = ? • ’ •
t = X - X
Sx - x
t = * I!. t ?
-------0 7 ---
t = 1.47
t at .05 level = 2.’
df = n-1
df =
Significance of Difference: Mot -'jgnificntt? «M6 ,05
123
Area of Comparison: Ana Strength rf&ar Mp»>
Subjects 'ifesrfc # l # 2 D D2
1 12 »2 4
2 7,0 14 -4 8
3 8 8 0 0
4 73 13 *2 4
5 8 8 -2 4
6 It 12 •| 1
7 2 7 -3 25
8 7 7 0 0
9 10 It *1 1
10 3 10 -3 25
11 7 13 -6 36
12 t t 0 0
13 7 10 -3 f
14 m 13 *3 8
15 7 13 36
16 4 12 *8 64
17 13 17 -2 4
SX = 133 IX = 1*3 £D = *30 ZD2 = 230
X = 7,82 It). 76
124
The Significance of the Difference




J i I D
Xd2 =■ £D2 - (S-D)2
n







Sx - x = Sd sx - x = -t o
Sx - x = __k.
** • 123
Sx - x = -Ar-
t = X - X
Sx - x ------------------------------------ »  '■ -1,14
-. «•-





Area of Comparisons A*W S trW jltl (Bar Dipti) 
t**fc f  1 md T*«f # 3 ♦ (Group IS }
Subjects T*»t f  l f$Mt # 3 D D2
1 i© 16 -4 16
2 tfS 17 -7 49
3 B 9 *1 1
4 i s 19 36
5 6 S *2 4
6 U 13 -2 4
7 2 9 -7 69
8 ? 9 -2 4
9 10 12 *>2 4
10 9 a -6 36
11 7 13 -6 36
12 1 3 •2 4
13 7 9 -2 4
14 m 12 -2 4
15 7 » -l 1











The Significance of the Difference









Sx - x =
t - X - X 
Sx - x i.30
t at ,05 level = 
df ■ n-1
df = I*
Significance of Difference: Siy.sii.i.uiattt twyaad tix ,63 tWt*\
12?
v 3 ; COtoap XI)
ibjects Twt # 3 test # 3 D D‘
1 12 14 *-3 6
2 14 17 -3 9
3 S t ~1 l
4 is 13 -4 16
5
a i 0 0
6 u 13 *1 3
7 7 9 -3 4
8 7 » -2 4
9 U U -i l
10 10 u 1
11 13 13 0 0
12 1 3 “2 4
13 10 9 i 1
14 13 13 1 1
15 13 3 5 25















The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: fSflr '••
n = i7 I D U JSL








Sx « x = sd sx - x =
VT17
Sx - x = A.ai;
TTITT
Sx - x =
t - x - X t = 10.76 II."-
Sx - x
t - ,845
t at .05 level = 2.3
df = n-1 
df *= 16
Significance of Difference: Ht■ ' ' '
tti
I
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The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: teg (test #1)
n = 17 I D  = 2.130
Xd2 =* JD2 - C^-D)2 23E d =n
S j = 1 <!i 3 .1 S3°d \J n-l Ifc Sd - w-,m.
Sx ~ x = sd sx - x = ,.,a n .?;3
VT17
Si; - x = — Si: - x - 5*.51
t = X - X 
Sx - x c — -----------------
J.SJ
t at .05 level = 2.13
df = n-1
df = 16
Significance of Difference: t. n __is__i
131
Area of Comparison: Ufr,
----%aa<~ ---------------
bjects fiitfUp X ©soup £1 D D2
1 940 iooo -40 1600
2 M l m 200 40000
3 9 m U50 -240 57600
4 Utl »1G 530 280660
5 *290 -570 324900
6
v m 990 SO 2500
7 400 670 to 100
8
t m 630 -70 4900
9
u m m 460 230*60
10
m u m -490 240100
11
tJQ m -20 400
12 am ns 235 S012S
13
660 *60 220 46460
14
uX) 925 -245 40025
15
U M 650 330 106960
16
600 160 32-60
17 „ */o 930 -10 160lx =
is too 2 x = 14640 = 5^0 2D2 = 14 '350
X = o h j k i X = <m,i7
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Lc's Stren&th (Sntt < $
» = 17____  ID = _•__ 1 °  = - L..— ^ 0 .
Xd2 = £D2 - (Z D) 2
n
\| n—1
^ d2 ■ ; r.i
sd ■  , p L A  
16
r . &d-  sd ___lUL
Sx ~ x = sd sx - x = 303.LuS
V^17
s *  -  *  - ___ 4. 123
Sx - x = ..
t - X - X 
Sx - x t - m x M  t m i73*34
t - .431
t at .05 level = t.19 
df = n-1 
df = i




Subjects Gvoqp X Group IX D D2
1 000 940 -ao ».*00
2 920 740 130 32400
3 1120 1030 49 ItOO
4 1030 560 429 176400
5 300 1120 -249 57000
6 >20 1190 *209 40030
7 690 570 110 12100
8 $10 330 •HO 19030
9 1230 340 330 133400
10 700 1340 -Si® $40-600
11 r m 320 i-'vO 19600
12 910 370 310 113600
13 510 360 230 12400
14 720 320 -200 4QCC0
15 960 1190 -2X0 44100
16 940 910 30 500
17 95® 370 £6 6400
£X = 15330 2X = J5270 ID = ID2 =
X = 907.76 X =
17/3200
134
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test! ba% Sum^th {tmt #3)
n =  u I D -  I D 2 =
Xd2 » JD2 - (5-D)2 '£tj2 = 1.14* ..;LL .24n
sd = J  d2 Sj rs _ 1 1 Ci&jKi ft ,ad \| n-1 \J 16
Sx - x = sd sx - X =
V/ 17




t ■ X - X
Sx - x t = — ' t. i ./ia.xa
-r**-
t at .05 level = 
df = n-1 
df —
Significance of Difference: , .. . .. Law__ a_ ____
133
Area of Comparison: ■■1 - : : ■ < •
tmt $ i
Subjects Group I Group tX D D2
1 318 m 5 23
2 ?70 210 60 3 000
3 230 290 -60 360D
4 320 200 120 14430
5 31ft -100 12100
6 375 m -5 23
7 210 210 0 0
8 360 230 130 14000
9 320 190 30 900
10 340 270 70 4900
11 330 230 100 10000
12 340 230 90 3X00
13 200 270 20 401
14 230 230 30 900
15 440 360 30 6400
16 330 330 120 14400
17 340 270 70 4900
lx = 5415 =4645 ID = 750 Xd2 = *oi2ro
313,53 X . 847.41x =
13$
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Ms.c'k Strength (Seat tfl)
n = if I D  = S.D2 =
^ ,2 X q =■ JD2 - (STD)2 ^d2 - f.p rt5»n
S j = 1J S *2 S i - .1 /j:* ARrt Sj°d \| n-1 °d \ ft----------N u ---- »d
-&±-,--
..... .
Sx ** x = - X = ...IL..-..__
yfTT
Sx - X = | (K fay
t = X - X 
Sx - x -^rr----.r-rr :->■15.9$
t " ___iuLL





. 'i ug ■- ________________
Area of Comparison: ___.........
bjects W.'oop X ©i.oui> IX D D2
1 330 -20 400
2 £40 235 55 3©£5
3
m 310 -35 1035
4
340 230 UO 12100
5 310 430 -no 12100
6 373 370 5 £5
7 38$ £10 15 225
8
333 £40 15 225
9 35$ 300 55 30£5
10 300 315 -15 S25
11 3ft§ £75 35 1££5
12 300 £45 55 30£5
13 300 £30 -2 0 400
14 M i £30 -£Q 400
15 390 430 -30 900
16 M i £40 40 3403
17 m £70 50 2500lx =
m s IX = 5010 ID = £03 ID2 :




The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: % StrrnpM (*8«t f2>
n = _____ I d = S %. D2 =
Xd2 » £D2 - (3-D)2
n
Id* ..... .
Sd .* _________16 Sd '»!#•?
Sx - x = sx - X = ..   j«JLZ-
vTiT"
$.123
Sx - X = .
t => X - X t = !* '/ JJ, - , /
Sx - x 12.45
t = I Jih ___
t at .05 level = 2.15 
df = n-1 
df - 1$
Significance of Difference: _________________
Test # 3
Area of Comparison: _______Back Strength
Subjects Group Z Group 11 D D2
1 340 360 -20 400
2 300 230 70 4900
3 295 310 •15 225
4 aao 230 150 22500
5 290 420 •130 16900
6 330 360 20 400
7 210 240 -30 900
8 370 230 90 3100
9 360 320 40 1600
10 290 340 -50 2500
11 330 280 50 2500
12 320 230 40 1600
13 290 290 0 0
14 250 330 *30 6400
15 370 410 -40 1600
16 375 290 85 7225
17 340 270 70 4900
tX =
5490 IX = 5240 SD = 230 ID2 =
X = 322,94 X = 303.23
32650
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Tests t #3>
1nQli ., 25Q, .. I D 2 = A
Xd2 *» £D2 - (-3TD)2 ^d2 = q t s.si
n
Sd = \J n-1 Sd = *Li_--------- sd = ......16
Sx - x = sd S X  -  X  = y ft
V 17
Si: - x = — ZL-2if-------- Sx - x =
4





t at .05 level = £.1c
df - n-1
df =
Significance of Difference -------------- ------ - -- l----
i  ’a
Area of Comparison: Am  Strength (Bent Am  
Tost # l
Subjects Group X Group XX D D2
1 57 43 9 81
2 24 52 -28 764
3 27 30 -3 9
4 43 43 -5 25
5 33 40 -7 49
6 65 36 29 341
7 25 41 -16 256
8 51 41 10 100
9 61 44 17 139
10 56 26 30 900
11 57 24 33 1069
12 34 16 18 324
13 27 SO -23 529
14 49 60 -11 121
15 53 37 16 256
16 71 26 45 2025
17 42 36 6 36
IX =
776 I X  = 653 Z D  = 120 ID2 :




The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Attn Ifem# ffMCS #i)
»  -  .!/'_________  X  D = t I D 2 =
X d 2 =* £ D 2 -  (g-D )2
n
S -  \ l - ^S d \| n-1
^d2 = ; . ' , -
i
sd = A I,?-:-:*:.15 Sd
Sx - X s* s d sx - x =
v H 7
Sx - 55 = __ _ __
4.123
Sx - x = ,__
t = X - X 
Sx - x
■ ... -L, .u____________
t at .05 level = 2,19
df = n-1 
df = 15
Significance of Difference: lie ‘ n- ft*




Area of Comparison: Strength (Beat: Agra Boreal
b jects Group X Group XX D D‘
1 53 35 -2 4
2 40 49 -9 31
3 25 45 >20 400
4 41 49 64
5 32 54 >22 434
6 69 54 IS 225
7 27 33 -26 676
8 43 43 -2 4
9 59 66 •7 49
10 38 46 12 144
11 31 18 13 169
12 58 36 22 434
13 39 59 -20 400
14 37 44 -7 49
15 33 23 30 900
16 61 31 30 900
17 44 S3 >9 31
I X  =
770 I X =730 I D  = -10 ID 2
X = 45*29 x  = 45.88
5114
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Tests | • i m  fSfe&g (Test IM|
D = I D 2 -
Xd2 =» £D2 - (3FD)2
n
= \ | - ^  \| n-1
^dz « ■ . iCf.
■ i
Sd = x __ S.lM-il----  Sd
16
Sx « x = sd SX - X = r  . ;
7
s *  -  *  -
4.123
s* - * “ _____ -;,33.





t at .05 level = ?.
df = n-1 
df «
,---- - -----------i------Significance of Difference
1*5
Teat # 3___________________
Area of Comparison: A m  j B MjjQfc ‘
Subjects group X Group XX D D2
1 70 31 19 361
2 45 47 -2 4
3 42 49 -7 49
4 43 39 4 16
5 34 54 -22 4 %
6 m 36 24 576
7 26 44 13 324
8 41 44 *3 9
9 62 54 8 64
10 35 mrW 16 256
11 63 26 39 1521
12 48 17 31 961
13 30 31 - 1 1
14 40 33 7 49
15 33 22 31 m i
16 74 36 33 1334
17 50 39 1 1 12 1





The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: : -it...  w (
n = _JL X d » %, D2 = ‘ I




Sjj = ^  ___ _______ Sd 3 _______16
Sx - x = sd s* - x = ■ - -1;..
y^l7
Sx - x = Sx - x = i. .07




t 55—i — . ‘71 r. ,i
t at .05 level = J, 9 
df = n-1 
df = 16
Significance of Difference: _____________________ ;__________
Utf
toot # l___________________
Area of Comparisons {tor Drpa),
Subjects Group I Group I I D D2
1 10 10 0 0
2 10 10 0 0
3 4 8 *4 14
4 11 13 ~2 4
5 t 4 “ 3 25
6 22 U 11 121
7 8 2 4 36
8 10 7 3 9
9 9 10 -1 1
10 9 s 4 16
11 13 7 8 64
12 7 1 6 36
13 7 7 0 0
14 14 10 4 16
15 10 7 3 9










The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
T e s t !
n = X d » «■.
Xd2 =» £D2 - (3-D)2
n
= \ | - ^\| n—1
1Ed" __
sd = A rr_j%
if
Sic - x = sd sx - x =
Sx - x =
7CT-
Sx - x =
t = X - X
Sx - x
t = ______- ' ;
1.15
___
t at ,05 level = 2*1*? 
df = n-1 
df = u
Significance of Difference: ________ _____ ■ - , - . «
Iko
___ Mtjr2_____________________
Area of Comparison: A m  Strength <Bor Blpal
Subjects Croup I Group 11 D D'
1 13 12 1 l
2 7 14 *7 40
3 4 0 *4 16
4 10 IS -5 25
5 1 8 *7 49
6 27 12 IS 22S
7 9 7 2 4
8 12 7 3 25
9 4 U -S 25
10 9 10 -1 1
11 IS 13 2 4
12 6 l S 25
13 0 10 *2 4
14 9 13 <»4 14
15 U 13 -2 4
16 14 12 2 4
17 9 W i *8 64
IX =170 I* = m3 ID = -13 ID2
X = 10 X = 10.76
130
The Significance of the Difference
between Means from Paired Observations
Test: Si? Slfi (Xegt #2) 
n = 1? I D  a ^ d2 =
a £D2 - C2-D)2 ^d2 * ___ A*________n
S/4 — » I 53 •»£\| n-1 \ J 16
■ x = sd 83C • X *"
xrr- V/ 17
■ X = S-7ft Sx - x =
4.121
X - X t = in - â , ?«.
Sx - x i.39
t at .05 level = 2.if
df = n-1 
df -
Significance of Difference: . &-■.
3.51
Areai of Comparison: A »  Strceefcfe iMt trim}
«»«* m
Subjects OTNP «. &<Ng» SI D D‘
1 1$ 16 *1 1
2 IX SI •5 31
3 X f m§ I f
4 u I f «• 34
5 X • 34
6 i« IS 13 144
7 » $ *s 1
8 » f 49
9 u IS *i t
10 u u S 9
11 fli IS 9 II
12 X S t 4
13 X f M 16
14 IS 5 it
15 II • i 9
16 SI 14 f 49
17 IS
rx = « *
17
IX = If? ID =jj
S3
ID2
X = 13.47 X = u.s#
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Test: Bus Tips (Test #3)
n = X.D *s S.D2 = W7
Xd2 =» yo2 - (5-d)2 2"JEd =n
sd = \ 
Sx » x
J - ^ i - Sd = . 1 Sji = ■ A4Jyj n-1
=
U  *'
S X  -  X  =
vTT- V 17
Si: - x = ___________________ Sx - x = | *e
4.123
t = X - X 
Sx - x — ---3-----*1.35
t
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